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MHI,
 
The attachment contains the subject request for additional information (RAI).  This RAI
was sent to you in draft form.  Your licensing review schedule assumes technically correct
and complete responses within 30 days of receipt of RAIs.  However, MHI requests, and
we grant, 60 days to answer the RAI.  We will adjust the schedule accordingly. 
 
Please submit your RAI response to the NRC Document Control Desk.
 
Thank you,
 
 
 
Jeff Ciocco
US-APWR Projects
New Nuclear Reactor Licensing
301.415.6391
jeff.ciocco@nrc.gov
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4/10/2012 
 


US-APWR Design Certification 
 


Mitsubishi Heavy Industries 
 


Docket No. 52-021 
 


SRP Section: 09.02.02 - Reactor Auxiliary Cooling Water Systems 
Application Section: 9.2.2 


 
QUESTIONS for Balance of Plant and Technical Specifications Branch (BPTS) 


 
09.02.02-86 


Follow-up to RAI 362-2278, question 09.02.02-34 and RAI 571-4365 question 09.02.02-
58.  
A design change was proposed in response to question 09-.02.02-48 to maintain CCWS 
flow to the reactor cooling pump (RCP) thermal barrier. 
As discussed in the applicant’s response to RAI 571-4365, question 09.02.02-58,  


Removal of automatic closure of the header tie line isolation valves (NCS-MOV-
020A/B and 007A/B) during an accident condition introduces the potential for 
additional loading on one train of a subsystem if a single failure is postulated in 
the other train. (Note, the response to Question 09.02.02-48 describes the design 
change to the automatic isolation of the A2 header heat loads.) The potential 
exists only for the period in which the header tie line valves are open. For 
example, if the B-CCW pump fails to actuate upon the receipt of an ECCS 
actuation signal, the heat load on the A-CCW heat exchanger will be increased 
as follows: 
Additional load from B header 
B-CCW pump: Pump fails to start: 0.0 Btu/hr 
B-SI pump: Pump actuated by ECCS signal: 0.84 x 106 BTU/hr 
B-CS/RHR pump: Pump actuated by containment spray signal: 0.48 x 106 
BTU/hr 
B-CS/RHR heat exchanger: CCW will not be provided to the heat exchanger 
because the outlet isolation valve (NCS-MOV-145B) opens only on receipt of 
both B-CCW pump actuation and ECCS actuation signal: 0.0 Btu/hr 
Thus, the total additional A-CCW heat exchanger heat load is 1.32 x 106 BTU/hr. 


Based on the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) meetings on March 
22-23, 2012, it was discussed there could be more challenging single active failure 
scenarios then what was described in the RAI 571-4365 response that would result in 
two trains of CCWS (both shared from a single CCWS surge tank) becoming inoperable 
and unable to perform their intended function.  
One example that was described at ACRS: 
Since the containment spray/residual heat removal (CS/RHR) downstream automatic 
opening of MOV-145 A, B, C, D take >120 seconds to open (based on a automatic start 
signal of ECCS with CCWS pump start), a single active failure which occurs after these 
valves goes fully open may results in >4000 gpm through the 14” piping system of added 
flow to the running CCWS pump. This added flow may result in the running operable 
CCWS pump going to pump run-out conditions, thus tripping on over-current.  
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1. The applicant should revise its application and RAI response to address all 
potential scenarios due to the MOVs train cross tie valves (MOV-007s and 020s) 
being open. This one example above may not be limiting.  


2. The Tier 2 Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) should be revised to 
address various and most limiting single active failures, as described in item 1.  


 
 






